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Captured by the Light: The Essential Guide to Creating Extraordinary Wedding PhotographyPeachpit Press, 2010

	IMAGINE THE ADVANTAGE YOU’D HAVE IF ONE OF THE WORLD’S TOP WEDDING SHOOTERS SHARED HIS SECRETS WITH YOU
	
	World-renowned wedding photographer, and one of the most widely acclaimed instructors in the industry today, David Ziser brings his no-nonsense, straight-to-the-point teaching style to a book that totally rewrites...
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Digital Video Hacks : Tips & Tools for Shooting, Editing, and SharingO'Reilly, 2005
Since the dawn of film, novices and experts have used  quick-and-dirty workarounds and audiovisual tricks to improve their motion  pictures, from home movies to feature films. Today, the tools have certainly  changed, as have the quality and scope of the results. With digital video, the  hacking possibilities are now limitless,...
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Real World Adobe Illustrator CS2Peachpit Press, 2005
How do you define a serious Illustrator user? How about one who uses Illustrator to produce robust and professional-looking vector graphics but also needs the program to be flexible and efficient in  workflow and production cycles. If this describes you or the user you strive to be, then you need this book Filled with the industrial-strength...
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Mac X OS Headaches: How to Fix common (and Not So Common) Problems in a HurryMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Fast, Effective Relief from Mac OS X Troubles

Diagnose and cure problems for Mac OS X and OS X 10.2 Jaguar

Seeking relief from mouse mishaps or memory malfunctions? Take the cure and achieve peak performance with Mac OS X and OS X 10.2 Jaguar. In this valuable resource, Mac guru and best-selling author Curt Simmons covers...
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Audio Mashup Construction Kit: ExtremeTechJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
HERE ARE SOME SOUND IDEAS.
    Wonder what would happen if the Big Band sound crashed into heavy metal? Or what the offspring of a balladeer and a rapper might sound like? How about smooth jazz and acid rock? Stop wondering-this book will take you there. You'll explore hardware and software choices first and select what you...
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Mastering Windows Server 2016Sybex, 2018

	The IT pro's must-have guide to Windows Server 2016
	
		Mastering Windows Server 2016 is a complete resource for IT professionals needing to get quickly up to date on the latest release. Designed to provide comprehensive information in the context of real-world usage, this book offers expert guidance through the new...
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Why Service Stinks...and Exactly What to Do About It!Kaplan Business, 2003
Customer service expert T. Scott Gross surveyed 10,000 very vocal consumers and talked one-on-one with service people around the globe with the hope of creating a psychological profile of the perfect customer service employee.

Gross’s new book Why Service Stinks contains the results of his research along with studies from...
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HTML, XHTML, and CSS All-in-One Desk Reference For DummiesFor Dummies, 2008

	Ilove the Internet, and if you picked up this book, you probably do, too. The Internet is dynamic, chaotic, exciting, interesting, and useful, all at the same time. The Web is pretty fun from a user’s point of view, but that’s only part of the story. Perhaps the best part of the Internet is how participatory it is. You can build...
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Basic Statistics: Tales of DistributionsCengage Learning, 2007

	Learn statistical reasoning and problem solving from a best--selling author who uses a wealth of examples from the social and behavioral sciences,, education,, nursing/allied health,, and business fields----as well as examples from everyday life--to help you learn and understand.. Praised for his clear explanations,, Spatz shows you how to...
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Game Programming All in OnePremier Press, 2002
When combined with Visual C++, Game Programming All in One provides everything you need to get started as a game developer. Divided into increasingly advanced sections, it covers the most important elements of game development. Less experienced developers can start with the basics of C++ programming and can test their skills by developing two...
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SharePoint 2007 Developer's Guide to Business Data CatalogManning Publications, 2009
The data locked in your organization's systems and databases is a precious -- and sometimes untapped -- resource. The SharePoint Business Data Catalog makes it easy to gather, analyze, and report on data from multiple sources, through SharePoint. Using standard web parts, an efficient management console, and a simple programming model, you can...
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Excel 2003 VBA Programmer's Reference (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2004
If you’re an Excel user seeking more control over your spreadsheets, or if you are developing Excel applications for others, this comprehensive volume provides what you need to maximize VBA flexibility in the Excel environment. Fully revised and updated, it focuses exclusively on VBA for Excel and provides appropriate information for...
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